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I am concern about the consequences harm Plains and  Eastern Clean Line (PECL),
 if approved by DOE, will cause the Nation.  Your decision affects not only the
 landowners, close residents on PECL path, but the thousands   of people that will be
 force to accept "Clean" Line other projected interstate HVDC lines.  To allow any 
 private entity to become a Federal partnership or obtain Federal eminent domain
 sets a dangerous precedent.
 
The State of Arkansas is not alone in refusing "Clean" line eminent domain--Iowa,
 Illinois, Missouri.  After thoughtful research , they became aware the negative long
 lasting consequences  and have acted to protect their citizens.
 
Was Section 1222 of Energy Bill written to provide Federal legal seizure of private
 land to self-profit individuals?  Has DOE looked at the entire picture?  How does
 DOE  plan to deal with the numerous negative consequences;  constant corona
 noise and exposure, EMF long term daily exposure and its health effects to human
 and livestock, decrease property values- thus decrease county taxes that pay for
 local services, increase utility transmission cost to the household rate payers, fertile 
 irreplaceable agriculture soil destroyed an  alter inperpetulitiy , ( top soil mixed with
 underlying materials as clay and rocks), increase agriculture operation coast due to
 tower location, etc., environmental effects (corona effects on bees, destruction of
 hundreds of trees, nitrogen run off e to deep soil compaction ( decompaction
 equipment isn't designed for soil that has consistence of layers of cement), 
 unmanageable weed control., interference with GPS, T.V., pacemakers, safety
 hazards ( aerial  spraying, all small aircrafts, irrigation, fires from combustion,easy
 terror sabotage.), increase liability insurance coverage for landowners who will be
 paying the taxes. All these factors are  in perpetuity. 
 
We pay the Federal Government to take care of us, not  to use us, not to harm us.
Sincerely
Henry Auchstetter   716  Kleey Drive  Rochelle Ill 61068 
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